
  
Table   Ridge,   Tararua   Forest   Park     

  
The   Tararua   Range   is   well   known   (and   often   cursed)   for   its   gruelling   ridge   travel:   tough   climbs,   deep   dips   and   
hard   going.   Want   something   more   undulating,   perhaps   with   a   scattering   of   tarns,   and   some   pleasantly   easy   
tussock   tops?   Somewhere   that,   for   a   couple   of   easy   kilometres,   you   might   even   be   able   to   stroll  
hands-in-pockets?   
  

Table   Ridge   offers   these,   although,   to   be   fair,   getting   to   and   from   the   ridge   does   involve   the   usual   amount   of   
traditional   Tararua   slog.   
  

A   satisfying   3-4   day   round-trip   to   Table   Ridge   begins   on   the   Barra   Track.   This   leads   through   forest   to   Mitre   
Flats,   then   further   up   the   Waingawa   Valley   to   reach   Cow   Creek   Hut.   Take   the   track   towards   Arete   Forks,   but   
only   as   far   as   the   first   ridge   crest.   An   informal   route   climbs   this   bush   ridge   to   emerge   on   Table   Ridge.   In   the   
right   weather,   there’s   fantastic   camping   beside   one   of   the   ridge’s   several   tarns.    
  

Table   Ridge   ends   at   Brockett,   one   of   the   range’s   1500m   peaks,   then   traverses   along   to   Pukeamoama/Mitre,   
the   highest   peak   in   the   range,   before   dropping   down   to   Mitre   Flats.     
  

While   you’ll   have   certainly   expended   some   energy   and   sweat   on   this   circuit,   Table   Ridge   won’t   disappoint.     
  
  

Wild   File   
Access    Upper   Waingawa   Road   (The   Pines   car   park)   
Grade    Moderate-difficult   
Time    3-4   days.   To   Mitre   Flats   Hut   4-5hr;   To   Cow   Creek   Hut,   3.5hr;    To   Table   Ridge,   Brockett,   Mitre   and   Mitre   
Flats   Hut   7-9hr.   
Distance     31.4k m     
Total   ascent    2668 m   
Accommodation    Mitre   Flats   Hut   ($15,   14   bunks),   Cow   Creek   Hut   ($5,   six   bunks)     
Topo50   map    BP34,   BN34   

  
Elevation   Profile   
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as   

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   discretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no   
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   is   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route.   Users   should   use    GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find   their   way     
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